
IN 20     172 680 - 685     252

TORQUE TOOLS

TORQUE SCREWDRIVERS 756

Drive adaptor 1/4"-square 
drive: To fit industry- 
standard nut sockets.

1/4"-drive type: Made 
of stainless steel, for 

industry-standard bits.

Sliding T-Bar: Made of qua-
lity steel, can be adapted to 
enhance users transmission 
of power.

Rubber handgrip: Ergonomic, can 
be held securely in your hand.

Scale: Clearly readable scale 
ring; enables you to make the 
setting accurately, quickly and 
without error.

"Positiv-Lock"-system: 
Locks the set torque, 
reliably preventing it from 
wrong setting.

Drive adaptor 1/4"-hexagon-male: 
Guarantees a safe and stable 

connection to the tool.

756 
TORQUE SCREWDRIVER TYPE S
0.08-9 N·m

Use:
 ›  Controlled screw tightening in the range 0.08 - 9 N·m
 ›  High-speed, controlled tightening enables serial production
 ›  Electrical and electronic hardware industry, instrument-making industry and industrial 

manufacturing or in quality control
Features:
 ›  Adjustable torque screwdriver - with scale
 ›  With 1/4" female hexagon drive for use with 1/4" hexagon bits as per DIN 3126 - C 6.3
 ›  With adapter also suitable for 1/4" square drive sockets as per DIN 3124
 ›  Actuation accuracy: +/- 6 % tolerance of the set value
 ›  Acc. to DIN EN ISO 6789, traceable to national standards
 ›  Precision radial ball clutch and cam design for controlled bi-directional tightening
 ›  Precision mechanism slips very noticeably through when the set torque is reached
 ›  Automatic resetting to the starting position
 ›  "Positive-Lock" system automatically fixes the set value preventing it from wrong setting.
 ›  4 models in the range 0.05 N·m to 9 N·m

 ›  Micrometre scaling: 1 cN·m and 0.1 N·m
 ›  Very convenient, lightweight and non-slip rubber handgrip
 ›  EPA-conformant (Electrostatic Protected Area), for use in sensitive  

electrostatic applications
Scope of delivery:
 ›  Torque wrench type 756
 ›  1/4" square/hexagon drive adapter (no. 757-20)
 ›  Models 756-06/-09 with additional sliding T-bar for ease of use
 ›  Test certificate acc. to DIN EN ISO 6789
 ›  Delivered in sturdy cardboard packaging

- " - a " a cN·m N·m y 9 0 Code No.
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 8-40 0,08-0,4 159 1 cN·m 0.124 1498738 756-00
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 24-120 0,24-1,2 183 1 cN·m 0.165 1400150 756-01
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 120-600 1,2-6 196 0,1 N·m 0.340 1400169 756-06
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 400-900 4-9 196 0,1 Nm 0.340 1400177 756-09
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757 
TORQUE SCREWDRIVER TYPE S
0.24-9 N·m

Use:
 ›  Controlled screw tightening in the range 24 cN·m - 9 N·m
 ›  High-speed, controlled tightening enables serial production
 ›  Electrical and electronic hardware industry, instrument-making industry and industrial 

manufacturing or in quality control
Features:
 ›  Adjustable torque screwdriver with scale
 ›  With 1/4" female hexagon drive for use with 1/4" hexagon bits as per DIN 3126 - C 6.3
 ›  With adaptor also suitable for 1/4" square drive sockets as per DIN 3124
 ›  Working accuracy: +/- 6 % tolerance of the set torque
 ›  Acc. to DIN EN ISO 6789, traceable to national standards
 ›  Precision radial ball clutch and cam design for controlled bi-directional tightening
 ›  Precision mechanism slips very noticeably through when set torque is reached
 ›  Automatic resetting to the starting position

 ›  Locking of the value by means of an adjusting knob
 ›  3 models in the range 24 cN·m to 9 N·m
 ›  Micrometre scale graduation: 1 cN·m / 0.1 N·m
 ›  Lightweight construction by virtue of anodised aluminium handgrips

Scope of delivery:
 ›  Torque screwdriver type 757
 ›  1/4" square/hexagon drive adaptor (no. 757-20)
 ›  Models 757-06/-09 with additional sliding T-bar for ease of use
 ›  Test certificate acc. to DIN EN ISO 6789
 ›  Delivered in sturdy cardboard packaging

- " - a " a cN·m N·m y 9 0 Code No.
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 24-120 0,24-1,2 169 1,0 cN·m 0.165 7718050 757-01
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 120-600 1,2-6 184 0,1 N·m 0.400 7718130 757-06
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 400-900 4-9 184 0,1 N·m 0.400 7718210 757-09

758 
TORQUE SCREWDRIVER TYPE SP
10-500 cN·m / 14 ozf·in - 40 lbf·in

- " - a " a cN·m N·m ozf·in / lbf·in y 9 0 Code No.
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 10-50 0,1-0,5 14-70 ozf·in 178 2 cN·m / 2 ozf·in 0.190 7096380 758-05
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 20-100 0,2-1 28-140 ozf·in 178 5 cN·m / 5 ozf·in 0.190 7096460 758-10
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 50-250 0,5-2,5 4-20 lbf·in 250 10 cN·m / 0,5 lbf·in 0.465 7096540 758-25
1/4 6.3 1/4 6.3 100-500 1,0-5,0 8-40 lbf·in 250 20 cN·m / 1 lbf·in 0.465 7096620 758-50

Use:
 ›  In the torque range 0.1 - 5.0 N·m
 ›  For test and installation work in the electrical and electronic hardware industry, instrument-making 

industry and industrial manufacturing or in quality control
Features:
 ›  Dial-indicating torque and test screwdriver - with dual scale (cN·m/ozf·in/lbf·in)
 ›  With 1/4" female hexagon drive for use with 1/4" hexagon bits as per DIN 3126 - C 6.3
 ›  With adapter also suitable for 1/4" square drive sockets as per DIN 3124
 ›  Display accuracy: +/- 6 % tolerance of the indicated value
 ›  Acc. to DIN EN ISO 6789, traceable to national standards
 ›  For controlled bi-directional tightening
 ›  With slave-pointer function

 ›  For locking of maximum values / maximum-value display
 ›  4 models in the range 0.1 N·m to 5.0 N·m
 ›  Lightweight construction by virtue of anodised aluminium handgrips
 ›  EPA-conformant (Electrostatic Protected Area), for use in sensitive electrostatic 

applications
Scope of delivery:
 ›  Torque screwdriver type 758
 ›  1/4" square/hexagon drive adapter (no. 757-20)
 ›  Models 758-25/-50 with additional sliding T-bar for ease of use
 ›  Test certificate acc. to DIN EN ISO 6789
 ›  Delivered in sturdy cardboard packaging
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